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Abstract: The driving force [1-3] of the formation of the homo- and heterochiral associates in the mixtures of chiral
compounds is probably the effort of the system to separate the most symmetric associates from the less symmetric ones.
The mixtures of chiral molecules self-organize to supramolecular associations (SDE) [4] that can have homo- and
heterochiral compositions. The helical and double helix-like structures that provide higher complementarity are produced
in the equilibrium processes between these polymer-like associations. The isolated crystals are formed by these structures.
The chiral molecules that take part in the processes are organized according to their CODEs, borne by their chemical
properties and structure (eutectic composition) and this way they provide the stoichiometry of the crystalline diastereomer
precipitating from the solution.
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The most commonly used methods for the separation
of enantiomeric mixtures are based on the exploitation of
the distribution of hetero- and homochiral associates
between two phases (most often between solid and liquid
or vapor phases) [5, 6].
In many cases, living organisms contain only one of
the two enantiomers of the chiral molecules, but often
racemic compounds (1:1 mixture of the two enantiomers)
are obtained in the chemical syntheses. The biological
activity of the two antipodes may be different or even
opposite, so enantiomeric separations are necessary and
inevitable.
The structure of the DNA (Scheme 1), which plays a
crucial role in the heritance of the living organisms, was
clarified in 1953 by Watson and Crick: an anti-parallel
double helix, linked together by hydrogen bond systems,
which is typical for supramolecular structures [7].
The backbone of this biopolymer is composed of
deoxyribose enantiomer phosphate monomers. This causes
and allows that the order of the four bases linked to the
backbone bears the code of its operation. Thus, the key
compound is an enantiomer, which is able to form a
racemic compound with its mirror image pair, but only one
enantiomer is produced in the chiral environment of the
nature.
Like in the case of quartz, other chiral molecules can
be capable of forming chiral crystals. It can be explained
by the helical, or even with the double-helix like structure
of the associations formed during the crystallization both in
the case of achiral and chiral molecules. Furthermore, the

mixtures of chiral molecules – enantiomers or
diastereomers – show non-linear correlations as well,
mainly during their phase distribution. In the contiguous
phases the ratio of the two enantiomers is different.
The phases are separate from each other, thus the ratio
of the two enantiomers are different in them. This can have
a connected ion with the eutectic composition of the
molecules that are present in the solution and can be
regarded as a code that determines the stoichiometry of the
diastereomers.

Scheme 1. DNA structure
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property. The first enantiomeric separation starting from a
racemic compound, i.e. the assortment of the mirror-image
crystals of the racemic tartaric acid salt carried out by
Pasteur, and later on, the enantiomeric separation of
racemic compounds was assured by the crystallization of
double helix structures of opposite helicity.
In solutions of enantiomeric mixtures groups of homoand
heterochiral
self-organized
associations
of
supramolecular structure are formed (Scheme 2).
The homo- and heterochiral groups of enantiomers,
due to their self-organization, form homo- or heterochiral
associations of plus or minus (P and M) helicity (Scheme
3). From the heterochiral associations, only those having
eutectic composition will be presented (In the case of the
presented examples, the enantiomeric ratio of the eutectic
composition is 3:5) The groups of enantiomers selforganize to helical structures (self-reproduction?) Their
length is unknown, but certain units have to be repeated.
Homochiral double helices can be formed from the
chiral helices (Scheme 4 a), from which enantiomeric pure
crystals were formed in the case of conglomerates, as well
as in the case of racemates, if the purity of the starting
mixture is higher than the eutectic composition.
Heterochiral double helices can also be formed from the
chiral helices if the starting composition does not exceed
the eutectic one (Scheme 4 b).
The homochiral helices can be transformed to helices,
having eutectic composition. The heterochiral double
helices racemic crystals are precipitated, if the starting
enantiomeric ratio does not exceed the eutectic
composition (Scheme 5).

At the same time, until the reach of the eutectic
composition the crystalline phase attempts to have racemic
composition, while after this point the enantiomeric excess
will be enriched according to the self-disproportion.
According to the kinetic and thermodynamic control
during crystallization, the stoichiometry of the crystallizing
diastereomer can be determined by the constituent
enantiomers pair that is present in the diastereomeric
mixture. The crystallizing diastereomer formed from the
racemic compound and the resolving agent is determined
by the applied solvent. The reason behind for this can also
be explained by the helicity of the double helix structure
forming during crystallization. The phase distribution of
the chiral compounds is characterized by the diastereomerlike properties of the mixtures of enantiomers and
diastereomers. The mixtures of the enantiomers or their
derivatives try for attempt to have a more and a less
symmetrical distribution.
Achiral molecules and their mixtures can form
crystals, having P and M helicity, linked to each other by
hydrogen bonds [11]. From the mixtures of achiral
molecules, crystals of mirror image having double helix
structure (of opposite helicity can be formed. Of course, the
mirror image crystals of Sodium-ammonium tartrate
(Pasteur) are formed from supramolecular associations
having opposite double helicity
Thus, the supramolecular double helix, composed of
deoxyribose monomers linked to each other by covalent
bonds, can also be found in the case of polymer-like, noncovalent molecular associations, moreover in this latter
case the mirror-image M and P helicity can be a significant

Scheme 2. Groups of homo- and heterochiral self-organized associations of supramolecular structure

Scheme 3. Homochiral helices

Heterochiral helices; the enantiomeric ratio of the eutectic
composition is 3:5
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Scheme 4. Formation of double helices from the chiral helices

Scheme 5. Transformation of helices into helices having eutectic composition

Scheme 6. Transformations due the resolution processes

Due the resolution processes the resolving agent, with
its P and M double helices can react with the antiparallel P
and M heterochiral double helices. If a diastereomer having
for example P helicity and containing either of the
enantiomers in excess, crystallize from Solvent A, most
probably the diastereomer having M helicity and
containing the other enantiomer in excess will crystallize
from another Solvent B (Scheme 6). If the kinetic control
of a crystallization is determined by the eutectic
composition of the racemic mixture, then the

thermodynamic control may be determined by the eutectic
composition of the resolving agent. Or contrarily, if the
latter determines the kinetic control, then the
thermodynamic control is determined by the eutectic
composition of the racemic mixture.
From different solvents, not the same diastereomers
precipitate, most probably due to the different solubility of
the double helix structures, however, their stoichiometry is
decisively determined by the eutectic composition of the
racemic compound (Scheme 7).
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Scheme 7. Solvent dependency of the resolvation of Flumequine intermediate

Scheme 8. The kinetic and thermodinamic control is determined by the eutectic composition of racemic compound

In the case of the resolution of FTHQ with DPTA,
during the crystallization from ethyl acetate, both the
kinetic and thermodynamic control are determined by the
eutectic composition of the racemic compound. Although
in the case of the thermodynamic control instead of the
faster crystallizing diastereomer salt, the other one, of
poorer solubility precipitates, the stoichiometry is
determined by the eutectic composition of the racemic
FTHQ.
Three weeks of crystallization gives the evidence, that
in this case undoubtedly the eeEU code of the racemic
compound determines the stoichiometry of the
crystallization instead of DPTA (Scheme 8). [12]
Like DNA in the living organisms reproduces
themselves, in the resolution processes are also observed a
self-reproduction of supramolecular associates having
helical structure. While the self-reproduction of racemic
compounds is encoded by its eutectic composition, the
resolving agent pursues to reproduce itself from the
enantiomers of racemic compound but in the ratio of its
eutectic composition.
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